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The power and political economy of social media  

Overview – here are some brief notes, but you still need to do your own reading.  

1. Political economy analyses the structural features of capitalism such as the causes of crises.  

2. Critical political economy and ideology are interconnected 

3. The wealth of societies – in which the capitalist mode of production prevails 

4. Appears as an immense collection of commodities  

5. Analysing the commodity form of the media and ideologies in the media belong together 

Corporations 

1. Corporations and their logic dominate social media and the internet 

2. The internet is predominantly capitalist in character 

3. Social media is not just an expression of commercial culture, but often the feature of wanting to sell 

commodities to accumulate profit is present 

4. Multimedia companies, celebrities, advertising tend to dominate attention and visibility  

5. An ideology – is a claim about a certain status of reality that does not correspond to actual reality 

(see Fuchs – look at the reference list at the last powerpoint slide related to this topic)  

6. Public social spaces that celebrate consumption and entertainment and disregard politics aim at 

creating false consciousness. 

Individual  

1. Platforms foreground the logic of the individual self, rather than the formation of collective 

identities 

2. Some however, are more collective spaces – Facebook (me media to we media perhaps)?  

Alternative internet 

1. The internet and social media are often now stratified, non-participatory spaces 

2. An alternative non-corporate internet is needed. 

Cycle of capital accumulation  

1. In the accumulation of capital, capitalists buy labour power and means of production (raw materials, 

technologies etc.) 

Capital accumulation and social media 

1. Alvin Toffler (1980) introduced the notion of prosumer in the early 1980s 

2. It means the progressive blurring of lines that separate producer from consumer 

3. And the age of presumption as the arrival of a new form of economic and political democracy, self-

determined work, labour autonomy, local production, and autonomous self-production.  

4. Corporations reduce their investment costs and labour costs, jobs are destroyed and consumers 

who work for free are extremely exploited.  
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5. They produce surplus value that is appropriated and turned into profit by corporations without 

paying wages.  

Web 2.0 

1. Web 2.0 facilitates the emergence of prosumer capitalism and the capitalist economy has always 

been dominated by presumption and that presumption is an inherent feature of McDonaldisation.  

Dallas Smythe, the audience commodity and internet  

1. In 1977, Dallas Smythe published his article “Communications: Blindspot of Western Marxism” 

2. He argued that Western Marxism has not given enough attention to the complex role of 

communications in capitalism  

3. In the age of targeted online advertising and digital capitalism, Smythe’s work has attracted new 

significance  

4. Dallas Smythe suggests that in the case of media advertisement modules, media companies sell the 

audience as a commodity to advertisers 

Users 

1. Users who upload photos and images, write wall posting and comments, send mail to contacts, 

accumulate friends, constitute a peculiar form of audience commodity sold to advertisers 

2. There is user-generated content, and the users engage in permanent creative activity, 

communication, community building and content production  

Big data commodity/audience commodity differences and similarities 

1. Creativity, presumption, social relations – audiences produce meanings of content, social media 

users also produce data, content and social relations.  

2. User surveillance – measuring audiences has in broadcasting and print traditionally been based on 

studies with small samples of audience members 

- measuring user behaviour on corporate social media is constant, total and algorithmic. 

- audience commodification on social media is based on the constant real-time surveillance of 

users.,  

3. Targeting – advertising on social media is targeted and personalised.  

4. Predictive algorithms – user measurement uses predictive algorithms  

5. Algorithmic auctions – user prices are often set based on algorithmic auctions   

Controversial opinions about online advertising 

1. Advertising has both advantages and disadvantages for individuals and society  

2. Pro-advertising arguments suggest that advertising allows free and cheap access to culture, 

technology and media and without it there would be no Internet, culture and media 

3. Critics – suggest that the internet did exist without advertising and there are non-advertising based 

and non-commercial applications and platforms 
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4. And whether we live in a society that is dominated by capitalism and advertising or whether we 

shouldn’t create alternatives to it, and social spaces that are free from advertising and commodity 

logic.  

Capital accumulation on corporate social media 

1. Social media corporations invest money for buying capital – technologies, server space, computers, 

and labour power (paid employees) 

2. Corporate social media sell the users data commodity to advertising clients  

3. The users are unpaid and thus exploited 

4. A counter-argument is that users exchange their work for access to a service.  

Rate of exploitation and social media  

1. The rate of exploitation measures the relationship of unpaid work time and paid work time 

2. The higher the rate of exploitation the more work time is unpaid 

3. Users of commercial social media platforms have no wages 

4. Capital infinitely exploits internet prosumer labour 

Users 

1. Users are not paid on corporate social media and cannot generate money for buying food 

2. All online time on corporate social media, Google, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter – is surplus labour 

time.  

The law of value on social media 

1. The more time  a user spends on social media, the more data about her/his interests and activities 

are available - The more advertisements are presented to him/her 

2. Users spending a lot of time online create more data and more value (work time) that is potentially 

transformed into profit 

Time 

1. Time dimensions play a crucial role in determining the price of an ad 

2. The number of times people click on an ad, the number of times an ad or target URL has already 

been viewed 

3. The number of times a keyword has been entered  

4. The time that a specific user group spends on the platform  

5. The number of times as ad is presented.  

6. The bidding maximums used – as well as the number of ad clients competing for ad space influence 

the ad prices 

7. In pay-per-view method, Facebook and Google earn more with an ad that is targeted at a group that 

spends a lot of time on Facebook  

Attention  
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1. Therefore the higher the total attention time (click on ads, views on ads) given to ads 

2. The higher Google’s and Facebook’s profits tend to be  

3. Both surveillance of online time (in the sphere of production) and attention time (in the sphere of 

circulation) given to the advertisements play an important role in corporate social media’s capital 

accumulation model  

Unpaid workers 

1. So personal data is part of fixed constant capital  

2. Big data remains tied in the production process and enables user activity  

3. The same data is also the starting point for the users online activities on their profiles 

4. They create new content based on existing content, contacts and communications 

5. Therefore personal data is both fixed constant capital and circulating constant capital  

The social media data commodity’s price 

1. On Google AdWords, ads compete against each other in an auction  

2. Each bidder enters a maximum bid they are willing to pay and associated keywords 

3. For each ad, an Ad Rank is calculated based on the bid amount 

Phones and environment 

3. Many smartphones, laptops, digital cameras, MP3 players are made out of minerals - Cassiterite, 

wolframite, colan, gold, tungsten, tantalum, tin- Which are extracted from mines in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo and other countries which do not have good human rights or workers rights.  

Global division of labour internet 

1. The existence of the internet in its current dominant capitalist form is based on various forms of 

labour 

2. The relatively highly-paid work of software engineers, low-paid labour in internet companies, 

unpaid labour of users, highly toxic-e waste  

3. The production of information and information technology is embedded in an international division 

of information labour 

4. There are new technologies but capitalism, imperialism, class and exploitation continue to form 

international relations and shape the modes of information production, distribution, consumption,  

The international division of digital labour  

1. Critical scholars introduced the notion of new international division of labour (NIDL) in the 80s to 

stress that developing countries had become cheap sources of labour and also the rise of 

transnational corporations 

2. The NIDL is at the heart of the information and digital economy that produces information  

3. Technology and content are dialectically interconnected so that the information economy is both 

physical and non-physical at the same time.  
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4. The information economy is neither a superstructure nor immaterial – but a specific form of the 

organisation of the productive forces that cuts across the base/superstructure divide and  

Model 

1. The very foundation of digital labour is a labour cycle in which miners extract minerals.  

2. These components enter the next labour cycle as objects 

3. Assemblage works build digital media technologies and take ICT components as inputs.  

4. Processors and assemblers are industrial workers involved in digital production  

Digital labour 

1. Digital labour is a category that encompasses the whole mode of digital production that contains a 

network of agricultural, industrial and informational forms of work that enables the existence and 

usage of digital media.  

2. In contemporary capitalist society most of these digital relations of production are shaped by wage 

labour, slave labour, unpaid labour, precarious labour and freelance labour 

 


